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Context:
Miss Brizek’s Sixth Grade Class
There are nineteen students in my sixth grade math class. The gender make-up of
my class is eight boys and eleven girls. All of my students speak English. Seventeen
students are Caucasian. Two students are African American. The majority of the
students are upper middle class. One of my math students is blind. She has an aide with
her in the classroom for the entire math period every day. Another student in my math
class is diagnosed with ADHD. He takes medicine on a daily basis to treat his ADHD.
Even though this does not directly correspond to their math ability, two students receive
instructional support in other subject areas. One student receives Title I Reading, and the
other student has learning support in reading and writing.
At Mount Nittany Middle School, the sixth grade structure is much like in an
elementary school setting. Just like in elementary school, my sixth grade students have a
homeroom where they have reading, writing, and social studies. With their same
homeroom classmates, my students go to another teacher for science. For math
instruction, the students all go to different classes based on their achievement levels.
While my math class is considered to be an average achievement group, it is evident that
there are varying academic levels within our classroom. Two students in particular stand
out as being much lower in achievement level than the rest of the class. Their test scores
are considerably lower when compared to those of their peers. On the other hand, one of
my other math students receives learning enrichment in mathematics due to her high
achievement level. She meets with a small group of students once every six days. My
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mentor and I anticipate that she will be moved to the advanced math class next school
year.
All of my students are kind and caring towards each member of our class. They
listen to each other’s ideas and are eager to help explain problems to any of their peers
who are having trouble grasping a concept. While this friendly interaction among my
students is extremely valuable, it has also caused students to struggle with staying on
task. For instance, I have noticed a group of students passing notes to one another during
a lesson. I have also noticed that some students are not following along on the correct
page in their books because they are spending time talking to their neighbors.

Miss Guerriero’s Kindergarten Class
My kindergarten classroom consists of 21 students. There are thirteen boys and
eight girls; all students are Caucasian. Based on testing scores, four students receive
Response to Intervention and Instruction Reading assistance each morning, and two
students receive Response to Intervention and Instruction for Mathematics each
afternoon. In preparing language arts and mathematics groups, students are grouped by
academic performance in order for their academic needs to be best met during instruction.
The majority of the class is working at a developmentally appropriate level. Four
students are working slightly above the reading and writing benchmark for their age. Two
students receive speech therapy once each week. One male student is on the autism
spectrum and has a TSS in class with him for twenty hours each week. He attends
Instructional Support and Emotional Support appointments each week. One female
student has unilateral hearing loss, which means she cannot hear through one of her ears.
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She has all the physical and developmental features of the human ear, but the ear canal is

closed. It is not necessary for her to use assistive technology to aid her hearing, but she is
encouraged to sit near the teacher.
The social climate in our classroom is quite active. All students are learning the
importance of being a friend in our classroom. Two students are new to the State College
area, but appear to be adjusting well to our school and classroom community. Two
students did not attend pre-school prior to kindergarten, but have made progress in
becoming familiar with our classroom structure and routine. There are two groups of
students that attended the local pre-schools in the area who tend to gravitate toward one
another when they have the opportunity to select their own seats.
Through community building exercises, such as Rock Buddies and PATHs, our
class works together in a positive way. While friendship and social interactions are
imperative to a classroom community, several small groups and pairs of talkative friends
have formed. A “Stoplight Chart,” a behavior management tool that requires students to
monitor their own actions, is used regularly in our classroom. This tool has been
effective for many students, but my students currently are misinterpreting the meaning of
it. It is used so frequently that some students no longer reference it as a repercussion for
their choices. Several students show behaviors including not keeping their hands to
themselves and needing reminders about responsibilities, routines, and expectations for
the day. There are several students who have difficulty staying on task (i.e. staying in
their seats to complete individual work) and finishing assignments within the allocated
amount of instructional center time.
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Development of Main Wondering:
When we learned that one of us would be spending our Professional Development
School internship in a kindergarten classroom and one of us would be in a sixth grade
classroom, we realized that we would be experiencing a child’s very first classroom
experience as well as the final grade of elementary education. We automatically assumed
our experiences would be vastly different. As the school year progressed, we shared
stories and experiences with each other. Through this sharing, we realized that our
assumption had been incorrect. There were striking similarities between our placement
classrooms. Eager to continue sharing our experiences with each other, we decided that
collaborating within the inquiry process would be the perfect opportunity to foster further
discussions. Our inquiry question evolved from our desire to compare and contrast
findings from two ends of the elementary spectrum.
As we reflected on our classroom experiences, we came up with several
wonderings. When we had difficulty choosing from our list of wonderings, we
discovered a central theme. Each wondering highlighted a focus on increasing student
participation and engagement during our instruction. After further reflection and
discussion, we realized that we were more interested in student attitude than student
engagement. While student engagement is important to student success, we believe
possessing a positive attitude has the power to instill a lifelong love of learning in our
students.
As we found in Levin and Nolan’s (2010) book, Principles of Classroom
Management, Howard Gardner’s research on Multiple Intelligences suggests that students
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learn in different ways. We have had a multitude of experiences working with students in
whole groups, small groups, and on individual levels. As a result of this, we have noticed
our students respond to learning in different ways. We are wondering how Gardner’s
research could drive our instruction to best accommodate students’ learning styles to
ensure students maintain a positive attitude throughout our lessons.
In discussing our classroom routines, we decided it would be beneficial to focus
our inquiry on one specific academic subject. In our experiences, we have found it is
easier to differentiate for students in small group settings. Since our goal is to
accommodate the learning styles and needs of all students, the use of small group
instruction is beneficial. While small group instruction is consistent in Miss Guerriero’s
classroom, Miss Brizek utilizes small group instruction most frequently during
mathematics. For this reason, we have chosen to focus our inquiry data collection during
mathematics instruction and have developed the following main wondering and subquestions:

What effect does teaching to students’ learning styles during mathematics instruction
have on students’ attitude towards math?

Sub-Questions:
1. What types of learners (visual, auditory, kinesthetic) are our students?
2. How does the incorporation of visual tools affect student attitude?
3. How does incorporating physical activity affect student attitude?
4. How does oral instruction affect student attitude?
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5. In general, what are our students’ attitudes toward math?

Data Collection
Surveys
Learning Style Surveys
Prior to teaching lessons with a focused learning style, we administered several
surveys. Both Miss Guerriero and Miss Brizek conducted surveys to determine each of
their student’s learning styles. To better determine students’ learning styles, Miss
Guerriero created a checklist guided by her research of Armstrong’s Multiple
Intelligences worksheet. Miss Guerriero and her mentor teacher completed checklists
differentiating between visual, auditory, or kinesthetic learning characteristics of the
students in their kindergarten class (Appendix C1). Additionally, Miss Guerriero asked
parents to anonymously respond to a more structured survey regarding what they believe
best describes their child. Miss Brizek had the students complete a true/false survey
describing their learning habits (Appendix C2).

Math Attitude Surveys
After determining students’ learning styles, Miss Guerriero and Miss Brizek
surveyed their students to better understand their general attitudes towards mathematics.
Miss Guerriero asked students to identify if they liked math, numbers, and shapes
through use of a “thumbs up/thumbs down” survey. Then, parents were surveyed in
order for Miss Guerriero to find out if math discussions and experiences occurred at
home. Lastly, Miss Guerriero utilized smile/frown surveys after each learning style
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lesson was conducted to discover students’ attitudes of liking or disliking the activity
used (Appendix C3). After conducting research, Miss Brizek utilized a survey found in
Bednar, Coughlin, Evans, and Siever’s (2002) article, Improving Student Motivation and
Achievement in Mathematics through Teaching to the Multiple Intelligences (Appendix
C4). Miss Brizek had the students complete survey questions about their feelings during
mathematics instruction on a scale of one to five. If students gave a ranking of one, the
feelings specified were almost never true for them. If students gave a ranking of five, the
feelings specified were always true for them.

Interviews
Another form of data we chose to use was student interviews. Miss Brizek
interviewed her students after they participated in three different activities. The first
activity was geared toward auditory learners. Students had to listen to Miss Brizek
verbally describe a shape. The students had to draw what Miss Brizek was describing
(Appendix D1). The second activity was geared toward visual learners. Miss Brizek held
up a picture of different shapes for five seconds (Appendix D2). After Miss Brizek put
the picture down, the students had to draw what they saw from memory. The third
activity was geared toward kinesthetic learners. During this activity, the students had to
manipulate nine small triangles to make one large triangle (Appendix D3). After each
activity, Miss Brizek asked her students two sets of questions. The first questions were,
“Did you like this activity and why?” The second set of questions were, “How did this
activity make you feel and why?” At the end of all three activities, Miss Brizek asked
each student, “Which activity did you like the best and why?”
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Miss Guerriero interviewed six students after they participated in a visual,

auditory, and kinesthetic activity. She asked students to discuss whether they like math,
to identify aspects of math they enjoy in kindergarten, and to elaborate on how they think
they learn best during math class (Appendix D4).

Anecdotal Notes
While teaching lessons and listening to our students, we often heard our students
verbally express their feelings towards the math lessons. We immediately wrote down
what we heard the students say so that we could remember their reactions to different
lessons. Sometimes these notes appeared in lesson reflections and other times they
remained as handwritten notes. This provided us with meaningful evidence to support
our students’ attitudes toward different styles of instruction.

Student Artifacts
As students completed activities during lessons, Miss Guerriero collected samples
of student work. Many of the collected artifacts were produced during visual lessons.
Miss Brizek collected the pictures students drew during the auditory activity and the
pictures students drew during the visual activity.

Technology
While we planned on using technologies to record student emotions, both of us
found using video recordings and still images more appropriate for identifying learning
preferences and attitude toward mathematics instruction. Miss Brizek used still photos to
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record “thumbs up/thumbs down” preferences after teaching lessons focused on specific
learning styles. Miss Guerriero used still images to record photo evidence of student
work with math pattern block manipulatives. While Miss Brizek used video recordings
during her interviews, Miss Guerriero used video recordings for interviews and learning
style lessons.

Data Analysis
Surveys
Learning Style Surveys
Miss Brizek gave her students true/false surveys found on Earn a College
Degree’s website to help her determine their learning style preferences. True answers to
numbers 2, 6, 7, 10, and 14 represented visual learning style tendencies. A true answer to
numbers 3, 5, 9, 12, and 13 represented auditory learning style tendencies. True answers
to numbers 1, 4, 8, 11, and 15 represented kinesthetic learning style tendencies. She used
tally marks to keep track of how many answers the students gave an answer of true to for
each learning style category. The learning style that received the most tally marks
represented the learning style of that student. Some students have more than one learning
style if their tally marks were tied in more than one learning style category. One student
was identified as a visual learner, nine students were identified as kinesthetic learners,
five students were identified as auditory/kinesthetic learners, two students were identified
as visual/kinesthetic learners, and two students were identified as
visual/auditory/kinesthetic learners.
Miss Guerriero’s learning style checklists helped her determine her students’
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learning styles. She used check marks to note areas that she believed were applicable to
each of her students’ learning characteristics while her mentor completed the same
checklist for each student. Miss Guerriero then counted and compared the two checklists
to identify each child as a visual, auditory, kinesthetic, or mixed learner (Appendix E1).
Three students were identified as visual learners, five were classified as kinesthetic
learners, three were categorized as auditory learners, and ten were a mixture of learning
styles. The Google surveys for parents also provided Miss Guerriero information
regarding parents’ opinions of students’ preferences (Appendix E2). Miss Guerriero used
the question, “Does your child move, tap, or slide while seated for extended periods of
time?” to find out if parents believe their child has kinesthetic characteristics. Six of nine
parents that answered this survey selected “Yes” for the above question. Miss Guerriero
did not find any direct correlation between parents’ responses and the checklists
completed by her and her mentor.

Math Attitude Surveys
Miss Brizek gave each of her students a math attitude survey to help her
determine each student’s general feelings towards mathematics. Students completed
survey questions about their feelings toward mathematics on a scale of one to five. If
students gave a ranking of one, the feelings specified were almost never true for them. If
students gave a ranking of five, the feelings specified were always true for them. Miss
Brizek then added up each student’s scores. If a student received a total of 24 or less, he
probably feels fairly okay about math. A score of 25-35 represented some math
discomfort and anxiety. A score of 36-45 represented quite a bit of fear and discomfort
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with math. If a student received a total of 46-55, he is very anxious about math. A score
of 56-85 represented a student who is just about paralyzed by math (Appendix F1). After
totaling the scores for her students, Miss Brizek found that seven of her students were in
the 24 or less range, five of her students were in the 25-35 range, three of her students
were in the 36-45 range, three of her students were in the 46-55 range, and one of her
students was in the 56-85 range (Appendix F2).
In surveying her students, Miss Guerriero developed a better understanding of
students’ attitudes towards mathematics. Through her thumbs up/thumbs down survey,
she discovered that all students like shapes and sixteen of her students like numbers
(Appendix F3). Parents also completed a Math Attitude Survey via Google documents
for Miss Guerriero (Appendix F4). Miss Guerriero used this information to find out from
parents if their child identifies numbers in an excited way, counts, talks about math, or
completes math worksheets at home. In reviewing the responses, Miss Guerriero found
that seven of eleven parents responded that their child “sometimes” counts at home. In
contrast to the 64% of parents that selected their child “sometimes” thinks math is fun,
75% students identified that they like math in kindergarten (Appendix F5). After a series
of visual, kinesthetic, and auditory lessons, Miss Guerriero used survey slips to identify
students’ attitudes towards the mathematics lesson (see Appendix C3). Twenty students
circled the smiley face after the visual lesson indicating that they “liked” the activity.
Miss Guerriero found that two students did not like the auditory activity, five both liked
and disliked the activity, and fourteen students liked the activity. Following the
kinesthetic lesson, Miss Guerriero discovered all students liked the activity. (Appendix
F6).
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Interviews
The interview questions we asked our students differed due to the difference in
age of our students. Additionally, we interviewed students from each learning style. The
results from Miss Brizek’s interviews helped her to determine what the students were
feeling while doing each of the three activities she implemented. Of the nine students
Miss Brizek interviewed, eight of the students said their favorite activity was the activity
that corresponded with their own learning style.
Miss Guerriero asked a series of nine questions to six students in her kindergarten
class. Of the students she selected to interview, two were visual learners, two were
auditory learners, and two were kinesthetic learners. The results from Miss Guerriero’s
recorded interviews helped her determine what about math class her students liked or
disliked. Of the students she interviewed, all students liked manipulating shapes and the
class’s daily kinesthetic “Money Routine.”

Anecdotal Notes
We both analyzed our anecdotal notes from our lessons to look for patterns in
student learning styles and attitudes. We found that our anecdotal notes were primarily
quotes made by our students during our lessons. Analyzing the students’ quotes helped
us determine the effects of our learning style-geared lessons on our students’ attitudes.
The overall analysis of our learning style-geared lessons is enhanced through the
students’ quotes displaying their attitudes.
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Student Artifacts
Miss Guerriero used student artifacts to compare student drawings of shapes
shown on her drawn flash cards from her visual lesson. When comparing her drawing
cards to the students’ cards, she noticed several things. A visual student almost replicated
the image from the initial flash. An auditory learner’s drawing had several cross outs.
This student demanded to see the card again three times during the lesson, slammed his
pencil on the table, and crossed his arms until I gave him the image to draw. He only
resumed drawing the image when he had the card in front of him (Appendix G1).

Technology
Miss Brizek used video recordings to capture her students’ responses to interview
questions. This helped Miss Brizek further review her interview analysis. Miss Brizek
also used still photos to record “thumbs up/thumbs down” preferences after teaching
lessons focused on specific learning styles. If students gave a thumbs up in a picture
taken after a kinesthetic lesson, it meant that those students enjoyed a certain component
of that kinesthetic lesson. If students gave a thumbs down in a picture taken after a
kinesthetic lesson, it meant that those students did not enjoy a certain component of that
kinesthetic lesson (Appendix H1). After a visual lesson, seven students gave a thumbs up
for liking to read the directions to themselves while ten students gave a thumbs down.
Also after a visual lesson, ten students gave a thumbs up for liking to look at definition
posters and graphs while seven students gave a thumbs down. After a kinesthetic lesson,
seventeen students gave a thumbs up for liking to use whiteboards to review and learn
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while zero students gave a thumbs down. Also after a kinesthetic lesson, thirteen
students gave a thumbs up for liking to walk around the room to find math problems
while four students gave a thumbs down. After an auditory lesson, eleven students gave
a thumbs up for liking when the teacher explains everything verbally while eight students
gave a thumbs down. Also after an auditory lesson, seventeen students gave a thumbs up
for liking to listen to music when working while two students gave a thumbs down
(Appendix H2).
Miss Guerriero used still images to record photo evidence of student work with
math pattern block manipulatives. She used these photos to note the precision and
expression of students as they created 3D designs from shape outlines and pattern blocks.
Another type of technology Miss Guerriero used was video recording. Videos were
recorded of student interviews and learning style lessons. Miss Guerriero used these
videos to further analyze students’ attitudes towards mathematics and learning style
lessons.

Explanation of Findings (Including Claims and Evidence)
After detailed analysis of our data through the methods listed above, we were able
to find several commonalities. These commonalities led us to make four strong claims in
response to our main wondering:
What affect does teaching to students’ learning styles during mathematics instruction
have on attitude?
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Claim #1: Students exhibit a more positive attitude if they are completing an activity
that pertains to their learning style and they exhibit an unfavorable attitude if they
are completing an activity that does not pertain to their learning style.
To explore our main wondering, we first determined our students’ learning styles.
Then, we taught lessons and conducted activities that pertained to each of the three
learning styles- visual, auditory, and kinesthetic. In analyzing our anecdotal notes,
videos, student surveys, and still photos, we were able to conclude that students exhibit a
more positive attitude if they are doing an activity that pertains to their learning style.
Miss Brizek’s anecdotal notes provided her with exact quotes of some of her
students’ attitudes before, during, and after mathematics instruction (Appendix I1). When
Miss Brizek explained to her students that they would be using white boards during a
particular lesson, Joe* shot his arms into the air and shouted, “Yes!” The lesson
involving white boards was geared toward kinesthetic learners. Since Joe is a kinesthetic
learner, this evidence portrays his positive attitude when doing an activity that pertains to
his learning style. Similarly, after hearing the instructions for a math problem scavenger
hunt, Celeste exclaimed, “This is going to be fun!” Celeste is a kinesthetic learner and
the math problem scavenger hunt was a kinesthetic activity (Appendix I2). A few days
after the math problem scavenger hunt, Nate, an auditory/kinesthetic learner asked, “Can
we do the scavenger hunt thing again?” This portrays that Nate felt positively towards
the kinesthetic activity because he showed a desire to do the same activity again.
Another form of data that Miss Brizek used to support this claim was still photos.
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After a visual lesson, Miss Brizek asked her students if they liked how they got to read

the directions to themselves. When Miss Brizek analyzed the picture that she took after
asking this question, Andy, a visual learner, gave a thumbs up indicating that he liked that
part of the lesson. Also after a visual lesson, Miss Brizek asked her students if they liked
looking at the definition posters and graphs that she used. Again, Andy gave a thumbs up
indicating that he liked that component of the lesson. These still photos show that Miss
Brizek’s visual learner had a positive attitude towards the visual components of her
lesson (See Appendix H2).
Miss Guerriero’s students were listening to clues she provided to guess what
shape she was holding in a mystery bag. Miss Guerriero provided a clue about the shape
being yellow and asked if anyone knew what the shape might be. Mickey, an auditory
student of Miss Guerriero’s, was the first child to raise his hand to answer a question
during a recorded auditory lesson. Miss Guerriero stated that only knowing the color of a
shape would not help to determine what shape it was. She then showed the students three
different yellow shapes. In a subsequent prompting, Mickey waited for more information
to name the shape. When Miss Guerriero asked why he did not raise his hand to answer
when his peers did, he stated, “Any shape could be blue.” He then stood up to look
through the pattern block tub for different blue shapes, just as Miss Guerriero did in the
previous example. The student’s response leads Miss Guerriero to believe that he not
only better understood the task, but also enjoyed the task so much that he wanted to prove
his statement to her. At the conclusion of the math center, Mickey circled a “smile” face
to indicate that he liked this activity (Appendix I3).
In one visual lesson, Miss Guerriero showed flashcards that had hand drawn
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shapes. Students were asked to say the color and shape (i.e. blue circle) when Miss
Guerriero prompted them. Upon completing this activity, twenty of twenty-one students
circled that they liked the activity (See Appendix F6). Because the three visual students
all circled that they liked the activity, this confirms that students respond positively if
they are completing an activity that relates to their learning style.
Miss Guerriero interviewed Lia, a kinesthetic learner, in her class. During Miss
Guerriero’s interview with Lia, she asked if Lia liked math. Lia hesitated for 3 seconds
before shaking her head no. When she was further prompted about whether there was
something she liked about math class, she answered that she likes using shapes at centers
and playing the “Pass the Shape” game in a circle where students pass an imaginary
shape from person to person. This interview data provides Miss Guerriero information
about Lia’s preference for kinesthetic lessons.
After conducting a kinesthetic activity Miss Brizek asked, “Did you like this
activity? How did it make you feel?” Ken, who is a kinesthetic learner, said, “Yeah. I
felt happy because it was fun.” Contrary to this, Andy, who is a visual learner said, “No,
I didn’t like it. I felt bored because I was trying to figure out which way to make the
shape and the different dimensions.” After another kinesthetic activity, Miss Brizek
asked a different student, “What did you like about this activity?” Korey, who is a
kinesthetic learner responded, “I guess it’s kind of like if I get directions and do it and
then like you just kind of do your own thing and try to explore I guess that’s fun instead
of like sitting there in front of the teacher and listening while she’s doing everything so I
guess it’s more fun to explore what you can do.” Korey essentially expressed that she
has more fun exploring kinesthetically than if she is listening to the teacher do something
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auditory. From this data, it is evident that Ken and Korey, two kinesthetic learners, had
positive attitudes towards the kinesthetic activity they were participating in. In contrast,
Andy, a visual learner, did not enjoy the kinesthetic activity. To further support this
claim, of the nine students Miss Brizek interviewed, eight of the students said their
favorite activity was the activity that corresponded with their own learning style
(Appendix I4).
Through our research, we have found that a study of ninth grade students
conducted by Nur Sirmaci (2011) supports our claim. In his study, Sirmaci found a
positive relationship between attitudes toward mathematics and learning styles. Based on
the experiences we have described above, we also believe students possess a positive
attitude when participating in activities that pertain to their learning style.
Converse to the positive attitudes produced during activities pertaining to
students’ learning styles, Miss Brizek and Miss Guerriero found that students also exhibit
an unfavorable attitude when completing an activity that does not pertain to their learning
style. When analyzing her still photos, Miss Brizek noticed that Iris, a student with
absolutely no auditory preference as identified by her learning style survey results,
responded negatively towards the auditory lessons Miss Brizek conducted. After asking
her students if they liked how she explained everything verbally without writing on the
board, Iris gave a thumbs down indicating her negative attitude towards this auditory
portion of the lesson. Also after an auditory lesson, Miss Brizek asked her students if
they liked listening to music while they worked. Iris gave a thumbs down in response to
this question as well. It is evident that Iris, a non-auditory learner, had a negative attitude
towards the auditory lessons (see Appendix H2).
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In a visual lesson on March 12, Miss Guerriero showed flashcards that had hand

drawn shapes. Students were asked to say the color and shape (i.e. blue circle) when
Miss Guerriero prompted them. Later in the lesson, students were asked to replicate a
drawing of what they saw using the appropriate color and shape. An identified auditory
learner, Mickey, asked to see the flashcard again. When he was asked why he wanted to
see it again, he said that it was hard to draw without seeing it. Miss Guerriero
encouraged him to try to remember what he saw and try again; he repeated that he needed
to see the card. He forcefully put down his pencil, crossed his arms, and scowled.
Another auditory learner requested to see the card again. Miss Guerriero provided all
students an opportunity to see the card again, and in doing so Mickey began to draw. In
reviewing his work, he had four crossed our examples of the shape, and his new card
almost matched Miss Guerriero’s exactly (Appendix J1). This data not only represents
the auditory child’s frustration with the visual task, but also his dependence on needing to
see the picture for a more extended period of time to feel successful.

Claim #2: Students feel more confident if they are doing an activity that pertains to
their learning style.
While analyzing our data to look for additional evidence of positive or negative
attitudes, we also came across another common attitude characteristic: students appeared
more confident if they were doing an activity that pertained to their learning style.
Throughout the analysis of her interview video clips, Miss Brizek found several
instances that support students’ confidence while doing an activity that pertained to their
learning styles (see Appendix I4). After an auditory activity, Miss Brizek asked, “How
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did this activity make you feel?” Nate, an auditory learner, said, “I felt confident because
the way you explained it was really good.” After a visual activity, Miss Brizek asked this
same student, “ Did you like this activity?” This time, Nate said,
Uh, not really. I don’t really like things like that when they hold things up and we
have to remember what we saw. Last year, my teacher did that a lot. Or like
she’d hold up a card and then we’d read it and we’d have to say what it was and
I’d always forget it. But it seems that happens in my family a lot. My mom and I
either need to look at things twice or look at it for a long time before we can
actually remember it really well.
Then Miss Brizek asked, “How did this activity make you feel?” Nate responded, “Uh it
made me feel nervous because I always try to get everything as correct as possible and
not being able to see things made me nervous.” As a result of his comments, it is evident
that Nate, an auditory learner, felt confident during the auditory activity and nervous
during the visual activity. After the same auditory activity, Miss Brizek asked a different
student, “How did this activity make you feel?” Andy, a visual learner, said, “It made me
feel nervous if I was drawing it right.” Then, Miss Brizek asked him, “Why did it make
you feel nervous?” Andy responded, “Because I thought I was drawing it wrong.”
Contrary to this, after a visual activity, Miss Brizek asked Andy, “Did you like this
activity?” Andy said, “I liked this better because I was able to see it and then draw it. I
saw the picture so I knew what to draw first and not just when somebody verbally said it.
I felt more confident.” Once again, Andy’s comments support our claim that students
feel more confident if they are doing an activity that pertains to their learning style.
After analyzing her students’ general math attitude surveys, Miss Brizek realized
that one of her students feels “paralyzed by math.” Even though he feels this way, after
he participated in an auditory activity, this student said, “I liked it because it was
challenging.” Also, after he participated in a kinesthetic activity, this student said, “I
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liked this activity because you got to actually move stuff around instead of just writing
things. It was cool because I had stuff I could do things with.” Miss Brizek then asked
this student how he felt while doing the kinesthetic activity. He responded by saying, “I
felt kind of confident. I was having fun.” Even though he is “paralyzed by math,” this
student was feeling confident enough to say that he liked the activities that pertained to
his learning style and to say that he was having fun.
Miss Guerriero recorded student comments as anecdotal notes on her lessons
(Appendix K1). On March 12, Miss Guerriero led a kinesthetic lesson that allowed
students to fill in geometric designs with pattern blocks. In introducing the activity, one
of Miss Guerriero’s kinesthetic students exclaimed, “This is soooo easy!” When the
students were later timed on how long it took them to complete their shape fill in, this
student was the fastest at filling in the design all six students at the center were creating.
This occurrence serves as evidence that this child felt confident about the activity and
time it would take him to complete.
In reviewing a video recording of an auditory lesson, Miss Guerriero observed the
actions of an auditory learner. During the “Mystery Shape Game” that was described
above, Anna raised her hand to guess the shape Miss Guerriero described. After raising
her hand in the air for 6 seconds, she elevated herself by sitting on her foot and reached
her hand higher in the air. Her eyebrows also raised. After two seconds of this behavior,
she stood and leaned on the table before being called on. The length of time the student
waited to answer the question and the behaviors exhibited lead to belief that this child felt
confident about her shape prediction given the provided clues.
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Claim #3: Most elementary students prefer kinesthetic lessons.
Continuing our investigation of effects of teaching mathematics to students’
learning styles, we further analyzed and discussed our data. Through survey responses
and still photos, we found evidence that many elementary students are kinesthetic
learners and prefer kinesthetic lessons.
When analyzing her students’ learning style surveys, Miss Brizek found some
interesting evidence (Appendix L1). Eighteen of her nineteen students had at least some
favoritism towards kinesthetic activities. This proves that the vast majority of her
students prefer kinesthetic lessons.
Miss Brizek also found strong evidence from her still photo data. In using tips
provided in Natalie Lyda’s (2012) article, How to Use Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic in the
Classroom, Miss Brizek incorporated whiteboards into a kinesthetic lesson. After
teaching this lesson, Miss Brizek asked her students if they liked using whiteboards to
review and to learn. Every single student gave a thumbs up indicating their preference
toward the kinesthetic-based lesson (see Appendix H2). No other still photos showed
unanimous favoritism toward a learning style component. This proves that all of Miss
Brizek’s students enjoyed the kinesthetic lesson.
After Miss Guerriero and her mentor completed learning style checklists for each
of their twenty-one students, Miss Guerriero determined each student’s learning style (see
Appendix E1). Five of Miss Guerriero’s students are kinesthetic learners. Nine of ten
students that exhibit mixed characteristics were identified as a kinesthetic learner mixed
with either visual or auditory. Therefore, the percentage of full or partial kinesthetic
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learners in Miss Guerriero’s class is 67 percent, while 14% are visual learners, 14% are
auditory learners, and 4% are of some other mixed learning style. This evidence supports
our claim that most elementary learners are kinesthetic learners.
In a lesson about making a survey on March 23, students had an opportunity to
create and answer different surveys by walking around the table. When students were
asked if they liked walking around to answer survey questions, seventeen of eighteen
students to answer circled a “smile” on their survey slip. (Appendix L2). This serves as
additional evidence that students enjoy kinesthetic mathematics learning opportunities.

Reflections & Implications for Future Teaching
We feel fortunate to have had the opportunity to further develop our teaching
practice through the inquiry process. We began this process by discussing our common
wonderings from our classroom experiences and found that we were interested in
learning more about students’ attitudes. We believe possessing a positive attitude has the
power to instill a lifelong love of learning in our students. After completing our inquiry,
we feel confident that incorporating learning styles in mathematics instruction positively
affects students’ attitudes.
While we anticipated stronger student reactions when we implemented visual,
kinesthetic, and auditory lessons, we were still able to sufficiently answer our subquestions through our data collection. We found that many visual learners responded
positively to visual lessons. Many auditory learners responded positively to auditory
lessons. Almost all students, regardless of learning style, identified that they enjoyed
kinesthetic lessons. Based on the data we collected, we recognize the importance of
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incorporating various teaching strategies to meet the needs of all students’ learning styles.
Each year, we will be presented with a new group of students with varying
learning styles and achievement levels that will require different accommodations. As
Terry Farwell (n.d.) states in her article, Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic Learners, knowing
an individual’s learning style can enhance his or her education. To meet these needs, we
see the value of determining our future students’ learning styles to help us better prepare
for instruction and to positively affect our students’ attitudes. Because of the diverse
situations that may present themselves in our classrooms, our instruction must be
versatile.
As the timeline for our inquiry concludes, we are still developing new
wonderings. We realize that teachers are constantly reflecting and inquiring about their
practice to best enhance their students’ experience in the classroom. We are now curious
about the validity of student-completed surveys. Do they identify how they truly feel, or
are they embarrassed to be honest? Do they copy how their classmates are responding?
Additionally, we want to know how repeated experiences with the same activity would
affect students’ responses. Would they be more likely to positively respond?
We recognize how valuable the inquiry process is not only to our professional
development, but also to the success of our current and future students. It is evident that
we plan to continue inquiring about our students’ learning styles, attitudes, and
preferences for mathematics instruction. We are hoping to expand our future reflections
into new inquiries that will foster meaningful experiences for our students and further
develop our teaching practices.
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Appendix A: Inquiry Brief
Context:
Miss Brizek’s Sixth Grade Class
There are nineteen students in my sixth grade math class. The gender make-up of my
class is eight boys and eleven girls. These students come from various homerooms
because we switch classes for math. One of my math students is blind. She has an aide
with her in the classroom for the entire math period every day. Another student in my
math class is diagnosed with ADHD. He takes medicine on a daily basis to treat his
ADHD. Even though this does not directly correspond to their math ability, two students
receive instructional support in other subject areas. One student receives Title I Reading,
and the other student has learning support in reading and writing.
In sixth grade, we group our math students by ability level. While my math class is
considered to be an average ability group, it is evident that there are varying academic
levels within our classroom. Two students in particular stand out as being much lower in
ability level than the rest of the class. Their test scores are considerably lower when
compared to those of their peers. On the other hand, one of my other math students
receives learning enrichment in mathematics due to her high ability level. She meets
with a small group of students once every six days. My mentor and I anticipate that she
will be moved to the advanced math class next school year.
All of my students are kind and caring towards each member of our class. They listen to
each other’s ideas and are eager to help explain problems to any of their peers who are
having trouble grasping a concept. While this friendly interaction among my students is
extremely valuable, it has also caused students to struggle with staying on task. For
instance, I have noticed a group of students passing notes to one another during a lesson.
I have also noticed that some students are not following along on the correct page in
their books because they are spending time talking to their neighbors.
Miss Guerriero’s Kindergarten Class
My kindergarten classroom consists of 21 students. There are thirteen boys and eight
girls; all students are Caucasian. Based on testing scores, four students receive Response
to Intervention and Instruction Reading assistance each morning, and two students
receive Response to Intervention and Instruction for Mathematics each afternoon. In
preparing language arts and mathematics groups, students are grouped by academic
ability in order for their academic needs to be best met during instruction. The majority
of the class is working at a developmentally appropriate level. Four students are working
slightly above reading and writing level for their age. Two students receive speech
therapy once each week. One male student is on the autism spectrum and has a TSS in
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class with him for twenty hours each week. He attends Instructional Support and
Emotional Support appointments each week. One female student has unilateral hearing
loss, which means she cannot hear through one of her ears. She has all the physical and
developmental features of the human ear, but the ear canal is closed. It is not necessary
for her to use assistive technology to aid her hearing, but she is encouraged to sit near the
teacher.
The social climate in our classroom is quite active! All students are learning the
importance of being a friend in our classroom. Two students are new to the State College
area, but appear to be adjusting well to our school and classroom community. Two
students did not attend pre-school prior to kindergarten, but have made progress in
becoming familiar with our classroom structure and routine. There are two groups of
students that attended the local pre-schools in the area who tend to gravitate toward one
another when they have the opportunity to select their own seats.
Through community building exercises, such as Rock Buddies and PATHs, our class
works together in a positive way. While friendship and social interactions are imperative
to a classroom community, several small groups and pairs of talkative friends have
formed. A “Stoplight Chart,” a behavior management tool that requires students to
monitor their own actions, is used regularly in our classroom. This tool has been
effective for many students, but my students currently are misinterpreting the meaning of
it. It is used so frequently that some students no longer reference it as a repercussion for
their choices. Several students show behaviors including not keeping their hands to
themselves and needing reminders about responsibilities, routines, and expectations for
the day. There are several students who have difficulty staying on task (i.e. staying in
their seats to complete individual work) and finishing assignments within the allocated
amount of instructional center time.
Rationale:
When we learned that one of us would be spending our Professional Development School
internship in a kindergarten classroom and one of us would be in a sixth grade classroom,
we realized that we would be experiencing the extremes of elementary education. We
automatically assumed our experiences would be vastly different. As the school year
progressed, we shared stories and experiences with each other. Through this sharing, we
realized that our assumption had been incorrect. There were striking similarities between
our placement classrooms. Eager to continue sharing our experiences with each other,
we decided that collaborating within the inquiry process would be the perfect opportunity
to foster further discussions. Our inquiry question evolved from our desire to compare
and contrast findings from two ends of the elementary spectrum.
As we reflected on our classroom experiences, we came up with several wonderings.
When we had difficulty choosing from our list of wonderings, we discovered a central
theme. Each wondering highlighted a focus on increasing student participation and
engagement during our instruction. After further reflection and discussion, we realized
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that we were more interested in student attitude than student engagement. While student
engagement is important to student success, we believe possessing a positive attitude has
the power to instill a lifelong love of learning in our students.
Howard Gardner’s research on Multiple Intelligences suggests that students learn in
different ways. We have had a multitude of experiences working with students in whole
groups, small groups, and on individual levels. As a result of this, we have noticed our
students respond to learning in different ways. We are wondering how Gardner’s
research could drive our instruction to best accommodate students’ learning styles to
ensure students maintain a positive attitude throughout our lessons.
In discussing our classroom routines, we decided it would be beneficial to focus our
inquiry on one specific academic subject. In our experiences, we have found it is easier
to differentiate for students in small group settings. Since our goal is to accommodate the
learning styles and needs of all students, the use of small group instruction is beneficial.
While small group instruction is consistent in Miss Guerriero’s classroom, Miss Brizek
utilizes small group instruction most frequently during Mathematics. For this reason, we
have chosen to focus our inquiry data collection during mathematics instruction and have
developed the following wonderings.
Main Wondering:
What affect does teaching to students’ learning styles during mathematics instruction
have on attitude?
Sub-Questions:
1. What types of learners (visual, auditory, kinesthetic) are our students?
2. How does the incorporation of visual tools affect student attitude?
3. How does incorporating physical activity affect student attitude?
4. How does oral instruction affect student attitude?
Timeline:
Week of February 13
- Inquiry Brief & Annotated Bibliography DUE (2/13)
- Survey/Interview students to determine learning styles
- Send home Kindergarten Parent Survey
- Begin collecting baseline data of student engagement during a Math lesson (whole
group).
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Week of February 20
- Review responses from the Multiple Intelligences Checklist and evaluate students’
learning styles.
- Review and update Annotated Bibliography resources.
- Continue collecting data of student engagement during a Math lesson (whole group or
small group).
- Collect data of student engagement and participation during lessons that are
kinesthetically based.
Week of February 27
- Revised Inquiry Brief & Annotated Bibliography DUE (2/29)
- Collect data of student engagement/participation during kinesthetically-based
mathematics, if necessary.
- Collect data of student engagement during visually-geared Math instruction.
Week of March 5-- SPRING BREAK
- Analyze data collection from observations.
- Review parent survey responses (Kindergarten).
Week of March 12
- Collect data of student engagement during Mathematics lessons focusing on Auditory
learning strategies.
- Conclude evaluating parent survey responses (Kindergarten).
Week of March 19
- Finish collecting data.
- Begin evaluating videos, photos, and student samples.
- Begin working on Inquiry Draft.
Week of March 26
- Analyze data
- Continue work on Inquiry Draft
Week of April 2
- Inquiry Paper DUE (4/7)
Week of April 9
- Presentation Creation & Preparation for Conference
Week of April 16
- Presentation Creation, Editing, and Preparation for Conference
Week of April 23-- CONFERENCE (4/28)
- Practice for Conference
Week of April 30
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- Final Inquiry Paper DUE (5/1)

Data Collection:
Surveys
- Students in sixth grade will answer survey questions that ask them about their
learning style preferences. The results will tell us what types of learners our students are.
- Students in sixth grade will answer survey questions that categorize their attitude
towards mathematics.
- Kindergarten parents will be asked to complete a survey about their child’s
extracurricular activities and personal preferences. In addition, parents will be asked to
complete a second survey about their perception of their child’s attitude toward
mathematics.
- Kindergarten students will participate in “thumbs up/thumbs down” or
smile/frown surveys at the end of each type of lesson to identify whether the lesson was
enjoyed.
Student Work
- We will analyze student work after a kinesthetic lesson, after an auditory lesson,
and after a visual lesson in both grade levels. We will look for accuracy or neatness of
answers for those that identified that they enjoyed the lesson (or those that did not). We
will then compare our findings to their learning style.
Interviews
- After incorporating kinesthetic, auditory, and visual learning techniques into
sixth grade lessons, Miss Brizek will interview several students to see which learning
strategy they preferred most. We will ask them if they enjoyed the lesson and why.
- Miss Guerriero will interview kindergarten students to talk about what aspects of
kinesthetic, auditory, and visual lessons they liked most or least.
Reflections
- We will hand-write or type reflections after our lessons to make note of any
behaviors or comments that may relate to student learning styles or student attitude.
Additionally, student comments and input about the lesson or activity will be noted.
Technology
- We may ask our mentors and PDAs to take systematic pictures of two or three of
our students’ faces during lessons. We will focus on their emotions in the pictures. This
will tell us if the students enjoyed the lesson or not. For example, if a student is smiling
or has his eyes on the speaker he would be classified as enjoying the lesson. If a student
is looking off into the distance, misusing materials, or frowning, he would be classified as
not enjoying the lesson.
- We will take videos of our students during mathematics instruction in both
classrooms. These videos will help us review student attitude during our lessons. The
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videos will also enhance our inquiry presentation.
Appendix B: Annotated Bibliography
Annotated Bibliography
Are you a visual, auditory, or kinesthetic learner?. (2009). Retrieved from
http://www.earnacollegedegree.com/resources/YCDI/content/are-you-a-visual-auditoryor-kinesthetic-learner.htm
This website provides the reader with a survey to help determine one’s learning style.
Results of the survey provide an indication of how one might normally learn best.
We will be able to adapt this survey to fit the language of our young students. After
our students complete the survey, we can then use the results to help us determine the
learning styles of our students.
Armstrong, T. (1994). Multiple intelligences worksheet. Multiple Intelligences in the
Classroom , Retrieved from http://www.spannj.org/BasicRights/appendix_b.htm
This online resource offers information about assessing for the seven multiple
intelligences. In addition to testing individual intelligences, one can complete a
checklist to determine students’ multiple intelligences. Strategies, techniques, and
materials that can be incorporated into teaching through the multiple intelligences are
also provided on this web page. We plan to incorporate the student checklist as a
component in determining our students’ strongest learning styles. We are particularly
interested in utilizing the classroom strategies provided in future lessons to see if they
have an affect on student learning, as they correlate with our inquiry. We believe this
section offers valuable information that may be key to increasing student engagement
and attitude.
Bednar, J., Coughlin, J., Evans, E., & Sievers, T. (2002). Improving student motivation
and achievement in mathematics through teaching to the multiple intelligences.
This article describes strategies for improving student motivation and achievement in
mathematics within an action research project from 2002. The research and data
collected targeted two Midwestern cities’ kindergarten, third, fourth, and fifth grade
students. The project aimed to increase student attitude and participation during
mathematics through use of Howard Gardner’s multiple intelligence strategies.
Given the similarity in grade levels and content area, we hope this article will guide
us in developing surveys and data collection plans. Additionally, student interest and
participation are aspects of our inquiry that we hope our data will reflect as was
evident in this article.
Brizek, Paige. “Inquiry Interviews” Student Interviews. 14 March 2012.
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Miss Brizek conducted student interviews to determine their feelings and likes or
dislikes pertaining to different learning style activities. These interviews were
recorded on video and used to support our claims about student attitude during
different learning style instruction.
Farwell, T. (n.d.). Visual, auditory, kinesthetic learners. Retrieved from
http://school.familyeducation.com/intelligence/teaching-methods/
In her article, Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic Learners, Terry Farwell stresses the
importance of identifying students’ learning styles. She says that there is a growing
number of individuals diagnosed with learning disabilities. Every person has one
primary learning style. Knowing an individual’s learning style can enhance his or her
education. For our inquiry, we will take Farwell’s advice and try to incorporate the
learning styles of all of our students into our lessons. Farwell also suggests different
techniques that best benefit the different types of learners. We will consider this
information when writing our lesson plans.
How to teach visual learners. (2012). Retrieved from
http://www.ehow.com/how_2057653_teach-visual-learners.html
This article explains that students who learn by seeing are called visual learners. The
article then lists seven helpful instructions on how to teach visual learners. Some
instructions include using books, highlighters or colored pencils, and keeping the
room quiet. This article will be very helpful during our lesson planning process. We
will be able to follow the visual learner instructions provided by this site to best fit the
learning style needs of our visual learners.
Guerriero, Nicole. “Math Attitude Parent Survey.” Online survey. 4 March 2012.
In conducting a parent survey, Miss Guerriero was able to anonymously find out
about mathematics extensions experienced at home. Parents differentiated between
mathematics being enjoyable or difficult for their child. Additionally, parents could
identify if their child counted at home or makes connections to numbers in an excited
way.
Guerriero, Nicole. “Child Preferences Parent Survey.” Online survey. 4 March 2012.
Parents accessed an electronic survey to answer questions about experiences their
kindergartner likes or does not like. Included were questions about reading,
participation in sports, listening, and displaying emotions. This survey was
distributed for Miss Guerriero to better understand parents perceptions of their
children’s preferences and to see if commonalities were discovered among all parents
to answer the survey.
Guerriero, Nicole. “Inquiry Interviews.” Student Interviews. 19 March 2012.
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Miss Guerriero conducted student interviews to find out more about her students’
likes, dislikes, and preferences for kindergarten mathematics instruction. These
interviews were recorded on iMovie and were later viewed as evidence to accurately
identify students’ learning styles and compare preferences among auditory,
kinesthetic, and visual learning styles.
(n.d.). Integrating physical activity into the complete school day. National Association for
Sport and Physical Education
The National Association for Sport and Physical Education created a pdf document
filled with resources for incorporating physical activity in the classroom. These
resources include lesson plan ideas as well as research backing up the importance of
physical activity in the classroom. One of the sub questions of our inquiry is “How
does incorporating physical activity affect student engagement?” We will be able to
look at the lesson plan ideas provided in this resource to help us come up with our
own lesson plans that incorporate kinesthetic activity.
Levin, J., & Nolan, J. F. (2010). Principles of classroom management a professional
decision-making model. (sixth ed.). Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Education, Inc.
Authors Levin and Nolan express the importance of teaching towards Howard
Gardner’s eight multiple intelligences. Levin and Nolan point out that standard
classroom practices focus only on verbal and mathematical ability. They stress the
importance of recognizing how other types of abilities can be recognized as well.
This relates to our inquiry because we want to differentiate our instruction to
accommodate the learning styles of as many students as possible. Also, the idea for
our inquiry came about after learning about Howard Gardner’s multiple intelligences.
Lyda, N. (2012). How to use visual auditory kinesthetic in the classroom. Retrieved from
http://www.ehow.com/how_7857332_use-visual-auditory-kinesthetic-classroom.html
This online article explains that there are three types of learners; visual, auditory, and
kinesthetic. The article gives helpful tips and instructions on how to best fit the needs
of all learners during lessons. Some tips include providing visual learners a seat near
the front of the classroom, reading instructions for assignments out loud to benefit
auditory learners, and giving kinesthetic learners a chance to practice math by using
objects to physically complete problems. This article will be very beneficial to us
when we are writing our lesson plans. We can use the advice given in this article to
tailor our lesson plans to fit the needs of all types of learners.
Sirmaci, N. (2011). The relationship between the attitudes towards mathematics and
learning styles. Retrieved from
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1877042810023165
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This pdf file offers information about a study conducted in Erzurum regarding
learning styles and attitudes of ninth grade students toward mathematics. In this
study, a positive relationship between attitudes toward mathematics and learning
styles was found. We plan to use study to compare our findings of a very similar
study with that of secondary students.

The 3 learning styles [Web]. (2009). Retrieved from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Vo6XcJR248&feature=related
President of Synergy Solutions, Mark Boersma, discusses the three major types of
learning styles. He references how learning styles relate to training professionals.
This video highlights vocabulary to use with each type of learning style and offers
common characteristics found in visual, auditory, and kinesthetic learners. Boersma
believes that identifying modalities is important for all age ranges because it can lead
to more effective communication and understanding for the learner. Our hope is that
this video can offer us additional support in identifying our student learning styles
based on exhibited student behaviors during mathematics.
Willingham, W. T. (n.d.). Do visual, auditory, and kinesthetic learners need visual,
auditory, and kinesthetic instruction? Reading Rockets, Retrieved from
http://www.readingrockets.org/article/12446/
This online article provides context to the opposing argument about teaching to
students’ modalities. Information from cognitive researchers about modalities is
listed throughout the article. One claim being made in this article is that content
should be taught to the best modality. While this information is strikingly different
than that which we are pursuing, many researchers and studies are listed in this
document that might be helpful to reference in additional research or as part of our
final inquiry paper.
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Appendix C:
Appendix C1 - Checklist

Check those statements that apply in each category-1. Kinesthetic
_____ excels in one or more sports
_____ moves, twitches, taps, or fidgets if seated for a long time in one spot
_____ cleverly mimics other’s gestures or mannerisms
_____ loves to take things apart and put them together again
_____ puts his or her hands all over something he/she’s just seen
_____ enjoys running, jumping, wrestling, etc. or has good fine-motor coordination in other ways
_____ has a dramatic way of expressing himself/herself
_____ enjoys working with tactile experiences (i.e. fingerpainting)
_____ uses hand gestures or other forms of body language when conversing with someone
2. Visual
_____ daydreams more than peers
_____ enjoys art activities
_____ draws figures advanced for age
_____ likes to view movies or other visual presentations
_____ builds interesting 3D constructions for age (i.e. LEGOs)
_____ enjoys doing puzzles, mazes, or similar visual activities (i.e. I Spy)
_____ doodles on workbooks, worksheets, or other materials
3. Auditory
_____ spins tall tales or tells jokes and stories
_____ has a good memory for names, places, dates, and trivia
_____ enjoys word games
_____ spells words accurately
_____ appreciates nonsense rhymes, puns, tongue twisters, etc.
_____ has a good vocabulary for age
_____ communicates to others in a highly verbal way
_____ enjoys listening to spoken word (stories, radio, talking, books)
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Appendix C2 - Learning Style Survey
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Appendix C3 – Smile/Frown Slip
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Appendix C4 – Math Attitude Survey
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Appendix D:
Appendix D1 – Auditory Activity
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Appendix D2 – Visual Activity
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Appendix D3 – Kinesthetic Activity
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Appendix D4 – Student Interview Questions
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Appendix E:

Appendix E1 – Learning Style Summary
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Appendix E2 – Parent Learning Style Survey Results

Edit form - [ Parent Survey ] - Google Docs

3/28/12 12:52 PM

add up to more than 100%.

Does your child easily remember the tunes or melodies of songs?
Yes

8

89%

No

1

11%

People may select more than one
checkbox, so percentages may
add up to more than 100%.

Is your child a leader on teams?
Yes

2

25%

No

6

75%

People may select more than one
checkbox, so percentages may
add up to more than 100%.

Does your child use hand gestures and body movement when talking to friends?
Yes
No

6

67%

3

33%

People may select more than one
checkbox, so percentages may
add up to more than 100%.

Does your child move, tap, or slide while seated in one spot for an extended period of time?
Yes
6
No

3

67%
33%

People may select more than one
checkbox, so percentages may
https://docs.google.com/a/scasd.org/spreadsheet/gform?key=0AjUFxV59SNyLdEl2eUpsbUpQd3RTejFmY3FoR1RrcWc&gridId=0#chart

Page 4 of 6
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Appendix F:
Appendix F1 – Math Attitude Survey Result Instructions
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Appendix F2 – Math Attitude Survey Results
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Appendix F3 – Math Questions
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Appendix F4 – Parent “Attitude” Survey
Edit form - [ Parent Survey ] - Google Docs

11

3/28/12 12:54 PM

responses

Summary See complete responses
My child counts at home.
Always

4

36%

Sometimes

7

64%

Never

0

0%

Information Unavailable

0

0%

People may select more than one
checkbox, so percentages may add
up to more than 100%.

My child identifies numbers (at home or elsewhere) in an excited way.
Always

4

36%

Sometimes

6

55%

Never

1

9%

Information Unavailable

0

0%

People may select more than one
checkbox, so percentages may add
up to more than 100%.

My child talks about experiences from mathematics at home.
Always

2

18%

Sometimes

9

82%

Never

1

9%

Information Unavailable

0

0%

People may select more than one
checkbox, so percentages may add
up to more than 100%.

https://docs.google.com/a/scasd.org/spreadsheet/gform?key=0AjUFxV59SNyLdHVqUGJLTllUYVBxY3ZpY3pzb2I3VGc&gridId=0#chart
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Edit form - [ Parent Survey ] - Google Docs

3/28/12 12:54 PM

My child thinks math is fun.
Always

3

27%

Sometimes

7

64%

Never

1

9%

Information Unavailable

0

0%

People may select more than one
checkbox, so percentages may add
up to more than 100%.

My child thinks math is difficult.
Always

0

0%

Sometimes

7

64%

Never

4

36%

Information Unavailable

1

9%

People may select more than one
checkbox, so percentages may add
up to more than 100%.

My child completes math worksheets that are sent home.
Always

5

45%

Sometimes

4

36%

Never

2

18%

Information Unavailable

0

0%

People may select more than one
checkbox, so percentages may add
up to more than 100%.

Number of daily responses

https://docs.google.com/a/scasd.org/spreadsheet/gform?key=0AjUFxV59SNyLdHVqUGJLTllUYVBxY3ZpY3pzb2I3VGc&gridId=0#chart

Page 2 of 3
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Appendix F5 – Follow-up Survey
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Appendix F6 – Lesson Results
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Appendix G:
Appendix G1 – Student Examples
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Appendix H:
Appendix H1 – Thumbs up/Thumbs down Photo
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Appendix H2 – Thumbs up/Thumbs down Data
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Appendix I:
Appendix I1 – Anecdotal Notes

Notes	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
2-‐8-‐12	
  
	
  
White	
  Board	
  Lesson	
  (kinesthetic)	
  
	
  
Joe	
  shot	
  his	
  arms	
  into	
  the	
  air	
  and	
  shouted,	
  “Yes!!!!”	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
2-‐15-‐12	
  	
  
	
  
Math	
  Problem	
  Scavenger	
  Hunt	
  (kinesthetic)	
  
	
  
Celeste	
  said,	
  “This	
  is	
  going	
  to	
  be	
  fun!”	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
2-‐17-‐12	
  
	
  
Nate	
  asked,	
  “Can	
  we	
  do	
  the	
  scavenger	
  hunt	
  thing	
  again?”	
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Appendix I2 – Math Problem Scavenger Hunt
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Appendix I3 – Smile Slip Data
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Appendix I4 – Interview Quotes
Interview	
  Evidence	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
**After	
  the	
  kinesthetic	
  activity	
  I	
  asked,	
  “Did	
  you	
  like	
  this	
  activity?	
  How	
  did	
  it	
  make	
  
you	
  feel?”	
  
	
  
Ken,	
  who	
  is	
  a	
  kinesthetic	
  learner,	
  said,	
  “Yeah.	
  	
  I	
  felt	
  happy	
  because	
  it	
  was	
  fun.”	
  
	
  
Andy,	
  who	
  is	
  a	
  visual	
  learner	
  said,	
  “No,	
  I	
  didn’t	
  like	
  it.	
  	
  I	
  felt	
  bored	
  because	
  I	
  was	
  
trying	
  to	
  figure	
  out	
  which	
  way	
  to	
  make	
  the	
  shape	
  and	
  the	
  different	
  dimensions.”	
  	
  
	
  
	
  
**After	
  the	
  kinesthetic	
  activity,	
  I	
  asked,	
  “What	
  did	
  you	
  like	
  about	
  this	
  activity?”	
  
	
  
Korey,	
  who	
  is	
  a	
  kinesthetic	
  learner	
  said,	
  “I	
  guess	
  it’s	
  kind	
  of	
  like	
  if	
  I	
  get	
  directions	
  
and	
  do	
  it	
  and	
  then	
  like	
  you	
  just	
  like	
  kind	
  of	
  do	
  your	
  own	
  thing	
  and	
  try	
  to	
  explore	
  I	
  
guess	
  that’s	
  fun	
  instead	
  of	
  like	
  sitting	
  there	
  in	
  front	
  of	
  the	
  teacher	
  and	
  listening	
  
while	
  she’s	
  doing	
  everything	
  so	
  I	
  guess	
  it’s	
  more	
  fun	
  to	
  explore	
  what	
  you	
  can	
  do.”	
  	
  
	
  
(Korey	
  said	
  she	
  has	
  more	
  fun	
  exploring	
  kinesthetically	
  than	
  if	
  she	
  is	
  listening	
  to	
  the	
  
teacher	
  do	
  something	
  –	
  auditory)	
  
	
  
	
  
**After	
  an	
  auditory	
  activity,	
  I	
  asked,	
  “How	
  did	
  this	
  activity	
  make	
  you	
  feel?”	
  
	
  
Nate,	
  an	
  auditory	
  learner,	
  said,	
  “I	
  felt	
  confident	
  because	
  the	
  way	
  you	
  explained	
  it	
  
was	
  really	
  good.”	
  
	
  
**After	
  a	
  visual	
  activity,	
  I	
  asked,	
  “	
  Did	
  you	
  like	
  this	
  activity?”	
  
	
  
Nate,	
  an	
  auditory	
  learner,	
  said,	
  “Uh	
  not	
  really.	
  	
  I	
  don’t	
  really	
  like	
  things	
  like	
  that	
  
when	
  they	
  hold	
  things	
  up	
  and	
  we	
  have	
  to	
  remember	
  what	
  we	
  saw.	
  	
  Last	
  year,	
  my	
  
teacher	
  did	
  that	
  a	
  lot.	
  	
  Or	
  like	
  she’d	
  hold	
  up	
  a	
  card	
  and	
  then	
  we’d	
  read	
  it	
  and	
  we’d	
  
have	
  to	
  say	
  what	
  it	
  was	
  and	
  I’d	
  always	
  forget	
  it.	
  	
  But	
  it	
  seams	
  that	
  happens	
  in	
  my	
  
family	
  a	
  lot.	
  	
  My	
  mom	
  and	
  I	
  either	
  need	
  to	
  look	
  at	
  things	
  twice	
  or	
  look	
  at	
  it	
  for	
  a	
  long	
  
time	
  before	
  we	
  can	
  actually	
  remember	
  it	
  really	
  well.”	
  	
  	
  
	
  
Then	
  I	
  asked,	
  “How	
  did	
  this	
  activity	
  make	
  you	
  feel?”	
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Nate,	
  an	
  auditory	
  learner	
  said,	
  “Uh	
  it	
  made	
  me	
  feel	
  nervous	
  because	
  I	
  always	
  try	
  to	
  
get	
  everything	
  as	
  correct	
  as	
  possible	
  and	
  not	
  being	
  able	
  to	
  see	
  things	
  made	
  me	
  
nervous.”	
  
	
  
	
  
**After	
  an	
  auditory	
  activity,	
  I	
  asked,	
  “How	
  did	
  this	
  activity	
  make	
  you	
  feel?”	
  
	
  
Andy,	
  a	
  visual	
  learner,	
  said,	
  “It	
  made	
  me	
  feel	
  nervous	
  if	
  I	
  was	
  drawing	
  it	
  right.”	
  
	
  
Then,	
  I	
  asked	
  him,	
  “Why	
  did	
  it	
  make	
  you	
  feel	
  nervous?”	
  
	
  
Andy	
  said,	
  “Because	
  I	
  thought	
  I	
  was	
  drawing	
  it	
  wrong.”	
  
	
  
After	
  a	
  visual	
  activity,	
  I	
  asked,	
  “Did	
  you	
  like	
  this	
  activity?”	
  
	
  
Andy,	
  a	
  visual	
  learner,	
  said,	
  “I	
  liked	
  this	
  better	
  because	
  I	
  was	
  able	
  to	
  see	
  it	
  and	
  then	
  
draw	
  it.	
  	
  I	
  saw	
  the	
  picture	
  so	
  I	
  knew	
  what	
  to	
  draw	
  first	
  and	
  not	
  just	
  when	
  somebody	
  
verbally	
  said	
  it.	
  	
  I	
  felt	
  more	
  confident.”	
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Appendix J:
Appendix J1 – Visual Lesson Artifacts

Teacher provided drawing:

Student drawing:
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Appendix K:
Appendix K1 – Anecdotal Notes
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Appendix L:
Appendix L1 – Learning Style Tallies
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Appendix L2 – Surveying

3-23-2012
“Surveying”
Did you like walking around to answer survey questions?
(Students circled a smile or a frown to indicate whether they liked or disliked the
activity. Their responses are listed below.)
Yes- 17 students
No- 0
Both (yes & no)- 1
Did not answer- 3 (absent)
	
  
	
  
	
  

